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Former student brings modeling industry to GR
Courtesy Photo / Jerrad Matthew
Runway ready: These models recently signed with the Matthew Agency of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., started by Jerrad Matthew, a former GVSU dance student and Michigan native.
By Nadira Khamrmai
GVl. Staff Writer
New York City, Chicago and Los 
Angeles are not the only places for 
models to get scouted. Grand Rapids 
has now been added to the list.
The new Matthew Agency was 
recently launched by Michigan- 
native, Jerrad Matthew.
“1 am excited to start something 
new and fresh in Grand Rapids and 
kind of breathe new breath into the 
model and fashion world here,” 
Matthew said, adding his belief 
that Grand Rapids is “an amazing, 
untapped resource of good looking 
people” with high potential for 
“something new and exciting.”
Matthew attended Grand Valley 
State University for a year to study 
dance but left the program in 2001 to 
pursue a career that took him cross 
country: dancing in music videos, 
commercials and on cruise ships.
During his work-travelexperience, 
he actively pursued photography. 
When Matthew lived in Nashville, 
Tenn., working for Veggie Tales’
entertainment department, he started 
to photograph models and help them 
with their careers.
“I would find models and we’d 
do great shoots together,” Matthew 
said.
In 2007, the aspiring agent 
discovered a model while shopping 
in Target and after shooting with 
him, helped him land a contract with 
Wilhelmina Modeling Agency of 
New York City.
“To see him go out there and get 
signed was gratifying,” Matthew 
said. “It solidified that I have good 
taste.”
Matthew recently moved back 
home to Grand Rapids, Mich., to 
start a modeling agency because he 
heard from others that companies 
were not happy with the fashion 
and model options available in the 
city, and he figured he could help 
recreate a modeling industry in West 
Michigan.
“The more I talked about it, the 
more people encouraged me to open 
MA,” Matthew said.
See Modeling, A2
Proposed act will 
eliminate private, for- 
profit lenders from 
student loan market
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL Staff Writer
Grand Valley State University 
senior Ashley Wallace feels the 
pressure every day. She is carrying 
the weight of $50,(XX) in student 
loans on her back and learning to 
cope with that number.
“I didn’t ever want to owe 
$50,000 to school, ever,” Wallace 
said. “That’s a whole other car or a 
house, you know? It’s a lot of money. 
Now those payments back to the 
loan company will probably have to 
be a part of everyday life for me, just 
another bill I put in my budget.”
With such loan companies 
swimming in college waters, students 
such as Wallace find themselves 
hesitant to take the plunge.
However, there is a new bill, the 
StudentAidand Fiscal Responsibility 
Act, in the making that could change 
the hesitation and fear college causes 
when it comes to finances.
“I wouldn’t owe double by the 
time I can pay them back,” Wallace 
said. “No interest would have been 
accumulating all of these years and 
... once I pay it back in 25 years, I 
will almost owe double the amount I 
have borrowed, which is ridiculous. 
You shouldn’t have to.”
The idea behind SAFRA is to 
increase the number of students 
who attend college and actually 
finish their degrees. For Wallace, 
that degree is in music, and she is an 
Opera Performance major who does 
not plan on a six-figure income right 
out of college.
Beginning July 1,2010, all new 
federal student loans will originate 
through the Direct Loan program 
instead of through lenders subsidized
Courtesy Photo / Flickr
Financial options: Committee on Education and Labor Chairman George Miller speaks on the importance of passing HR 3321, also known 
as the Student Aid and Fiscal Responsibility Act. The act will invest $40 billion in the Pell Grant Program, and eliminate private loan lenders.
by taxpayers in the federally- 
guaranteed student loan program.
Unlike the lender-based program, 
the Direct Loan program is immune 
to market swings and can guarantee 
students access to low-cost federal 
college loans regardless of the state 
of the economy.
“It’s just the idea; to be in school 
and to work all of that time and 
spend all of that money in loans in 
general to get a degree,” Wallace 
said. “And then to have to pay 
interest on the amount that you 
borrowed so you can go out there 
and get a job and make money to try
and pay those loans back. You’re not 
actually getting anywhere in your 
life because you're too busy paying 
back all of that debt you racked 
up while you were in school. That 
doesn’t make sense to me.”
SAFRA will generate $87 billion 
in savings for taxpayers during the 
next 10 years. There are two main 
provisions in the act to assuage the 
debt that follows student loans.
The first provision invests $40 
billion in the Pell Grant Program to 
raise the maximum grant to $5,550 
in 2010 and $6,900 by 2019. Plus 
the bill recalibrates the Pell Grant
to increase each year by the cost of 
living plus 1 percent.
The second provision will 
keep the interest rates on Stafford 
subsidized student loans but cap the 
charged interest at 6.8 percent with a 
variable rate that can potentially go 
lower with market rates.
SAFRA is quickly gaining support 
with a 253 to 171 vote of favor in the 
House of Representatives. It is also 
taking college campuses by storm.
Pedro de la Torre III, advocacy 
senior associate for Campus
See SAFRA, A2
SAFRA gives student loan control to feds
GVL / Eric Coulter
Roof raising: Construction on GVSU's 
south campus proceeds as planned
$7,400,000 
construction 
'on schedule'
By Nadira Kharmai
GVL Staff Writer
Construction projects are on 
schedule according to Facilities 
Planning.
Last spring,Grand Valley State 
University formally announced 
expansion to the community, 
which will include a new living 
center as well as a new learning- 
dining center.
Planning Project Manager 
Karen Ingle shared construction 
details on the south housing 
complex.
“Framing operations are 
underway,” Ingle said. “Window 
installation, roofing and brick 
masonry have begun, and 
building interior construction is 
in progress.”
The total budget for the dual 
complex is $7,400,000.
The leaming-dining complex 
is scheduled “on track” for 
completion by August. The two- 
story building is constructed to 
cater to students for study and 
dining space.
The first floor will include 
a Fresh Food Co. restaurant, 
interior seating for more than 250 
people and a coffee shop as well 
as other amenities.
The upper floor will include 
four classrooms, a study hall to 
seat more than 90 students as well 
as conference and storage areas.
“The Learning-Dining
building is well underway and 
currently on schedule and within 
budget,” said Facilities Planning 
Project Manager Scott Whisler. 
“It is expected to be substantially . 
complete around April and will 
open to students for the 2010 fall 
semester. The Learning-Dining 
facility will be a great addition to 
the south end of campus allowing 
another option for students to 
learn and eat close to home or 
class.”
The three-story living center, 
which is constructed for LEED 
Silver Certification, is also 
expected to be completed and 
ready for occupancy by August.
Since 2004, GVSU has 
committed to constructing 
sustainable projects. GVSU
See Construction, A2
Campus police deem night escort service unnecessary
By Katie Bludworth
GVL Staff Writer
The dark walk back to a living 
center or on-campus apartment after 
night class can be an intimidating 
experience for some students.
Until 2006, Grand Valley State 
University housing provided a 
service to walk students home. 
However, the elimination of the 
program has called into question 
whether GVSU is as safe as it could 
be.
The decision to eliminate the 
service came after a steady decrease 
in use as lighting improved on 
campus. Campus police began 
patrolling on bicycles and the bus 
system grew. Another factor was 
some students misused the service.
“Students were using the service 
to get from one building to another 
in bad weather and other similar 
cases,” said Andrew Beachnau, 
director of Housing and Health 
Services.
Eventually the calls to the service 
steadily declined and days would 
pass between calls.
The service was originally 
designed to give students who were 
fearful of attack or sexual assault an 
added sense of security.
However, the numbers of 
reported sex offenses on campus 
have declined in the last three years. 
When the escort service was in effect 
in 2006, there were four reported 
forcible sexual offenses with only 
one of the offenses leading to an 
arrest, according to the Department
of Public Safety.
That number declined in 2(X)8 
with just one reported case and no 
arrests. The number of offenses 
within the residence halls have been 
much the same, with two reported 
cases in 2006 and one in 2008.
The Pew Campus also retains 
similar statistics with no incidents 
of sex offenses reported in the past 
three years.
But the Grand Rapids Police 
Department regularly patrols much 
of the Pew Campus rather than the 
university police, said manager of 
Pew Campus Security and Regional 
Centers Kathy Ransom.
Though no escort service exists 
on the Pew Campus, Ransom said
See Escorts, A2
GVL / Eric Coulter
Safety first: GVSU security staff used to provide students with escort after night classes
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Modeling
continued from page A1
His first casting call brought 
in more than 100 people 
hoping to be signed. Matthew 
said he hoped for more people 
to show up to the open call but 
was pleased with the turnout.
“I wanted to get 30 or 40 
models, and 1 thought 1 would 
have needed over 200 people 
but I got the right amount of 
starting models with just 1 (X),” 
Matthew added.
GVSU graduate Quentin 
Groce is one of Matthews’ 
models who officially signed 
at Saturday’s group photo 
shoot and signing event.
Groce, a spring semester 
graduate, heard about the 
agency from working at 
Abercrombie and Fitch and 
through a mutual friend. His 
modeling experience dates 
back to his younger years.
“I wanted to get back into 
it and signing with Jerrad 
(Matthew) seemed like my 
ticket to do just that,” Groce 
said.
Groce, who double 
majored in marketing and 
management and has a minor 
in entrepreneurship, said he 
hopes MA will give him good 
exposure and extra work.
Courtesy Photo / Jerrad Matthew
Visionary: Jerrad Matthew recently started his own modeling agency in 
Grand Rapids He has signed between 30 and 40 models already.
Since the economic taking risks and is not nervous
downturn, many businesses 
have closed their doors and 
filed for bankruptcy, but 
Matthew said he believes in
Experienced Attorney 
3 IVliles from Campus
www.davidknoesteiplc.com
(616)895-7300
to open a business in this 
economy.
“The only thing I am kind 
of worried about is that the 
business won’t be here,” 
Matthew said. “But I want to 
create the business as much as 
I can.”
So far, business has already 
been great, Matthew added. He 
said companies are waiting to 
see the new talent he scouted.
MA is a sponsor for the first 
Grand Rapids Fashion Week, 
Oct. 17 and 18 at DeVos Place 
in downtown Grand Rapids, 
Mich.
nkharmai @ lanthorn .com
SAFRA
continued from page A1
Progress, said he believes 
SAFRA is a gateway for 
the uplift of a slumping 
economy.
“This has a really big 
impact on our future as a 
country,” de la Torre said. 
“We’ve been graduating a 
smaller percentage of our 
population. Considering that 
more and more jobs require a 
college education, that spells 
bad news for our economic 
future if we don’t do 
something to turn it around.”
He added he believes the 
root of the problem lies within
the private loan companies.
“There have been a lot of 
predatory practices in that 
industry,” de la Torre said. 
“The more we can get students 
away from the private student 
loans company and private 
student loans the better.”
The loan companies, de la 
Torre said, have been lobbying 
against the program because 
they would lose government 
money if SAFRA passed.
“They are trying to scare 
students - with no luck at all - 
saying it will take away their 
choice of loan companies," 
he said. “This is a ridiculous 
argument because if you 
look at the terms and interest
rates that loan providers are 
offering, they are almost the 
same across the board.”
The hope is if this bill 
goes through the Senate, it 
will reduce the number of 
students, such as Wallace, 
who feel as though they have 
found themselves in dark 
waters.
Future college attendees 
can look forward to this 
change, but 2010 spring 
graduates are cashing 
in, counting their losses 
and wishing the younger 
generations well.
azentmeyer@ lanthorn.
com
Escorts
continued from page A1
if someone ever called the 
security office and requested 
someone to walk with them 
between campus buildings, 
they would be happy to do 
so. The same is true for the 
Allendale Campus.
Both security offices 
stipulate that in order to request 
the service, the leaving point 
and the destination must be 
buildings on the same campus
and cannot involve any off- 
campus housing or other such 
buildings.
With the crime statistics 
decreasing every year, the fact 
the service fell out of use is not 
entirely surprising.
“On the Allendale Campus, 
you’re more likely to run into 
a critter than you are another 
person,” Beachnau said.
Bright lights keep most 
of the campus illuminated at 
night, and bicycling police 
officers are often on patrol,
helping to create a safe 
atmosphere on both the Pew 
and Allendale campuses.
Several other in-state 
universities utilize emergency 
call buttons in areas where 
their lighting does not cover 
a very large area, which may 
lead students to consider 
it unsafe. Some students 
reported the addition of these 
buttons might help create an 
even greater sense of security.
khludworth @ lanthorn .com
Construction
continued from page A1
already has 10 LEED 
certified facilities, which 
are buildings that meet the 
sustainability requirements 
set by the Green Building 
Certification Institute.
These buildings include the 
Laker Turf Building and the 
new Mackinac Hall addition. 
The latest eco-friendly 
buildings will contribute to 
managing waste efficiently.
“LEED buildings do not 
require much added cost,” 
said James Moyer, assistant 
vice president for Facilities 
Planning. “Any added cost 
is returned within the initial
year due to the reduction in 
utility costs alone.”
A popular question the 
GVSU community has about 
the construction project is 
whether more parking will 
be available. Many students 
already feel there is not 
enough parking available.
“The university has 
undertaken extensive reviews 
of parking availability, use 
patterns and space utilization 
at the Allendale Campus,” 
Moyer said.
The Facilities Planning 
staff said believe there is 
“more than an adequate 
amount of parking spaces on 
the Allendale Campus.”
Senior Katie Kehrer voiced
her opinion, saying, “The new 
construction is taking away 
valuable parking spaces.”
While she said she is 
excited to see GVSU grow 
as a community, she strongly 
believes if anything should be 
under construction it should 
be for more parking lots.
No additional parking is 
planned for construction to 
compensate for the removal 
of parking lots by these two 
projects.
While Facilities Planning 
has three advisory planning 
committees, there are no more 
new construction projects 
currently scheduled.
nkharmai@ lanthorn .com
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News in Brief
MVP clubs holds free 
GVSU workout week
From Monday through 
Saturday, all Grand 
Valley State University 
students, faculty and staff 
are invited to use MVP 
Sports Clubs’ fitness 
facilities, aquatic centers 
and group exercise 
programs for free.
Participants must 
bring a valid GVSU 
picture ID,
For more information, 
including a list of 
locations, visit http:// 
w w w.mvpsportsclubs. 
com.
Alternative Breaks 
hosts info night
The Alternative
Breaks program will hold 
an info night for students 
on Tuesday from 9 p.m. 
to 11 p.m. in the Grand 
River Room of Kirkhof 
Center. The event allows 
students to learn more 
about Alternative Breaks’ 
25 service trips.
Professor to lead 
ballroom workshop
Movement Science 
professor John Kilbourne 
and student Klizabeh 
Kilbourne will help 
students learn the basics 
of ballroom dancing 
during a free workshop 
on Oct. 12. Space is 
limited to the first 25 
males and 25 females 
who register.
Students may sign 
up with a partner or by 
themselves and be paired 
up at the workshop. 
Registration is required 
by calling the Fitness & 
Wellness Center at (616) 
331-3659.
Police Academy 
provides info meeting
The GVSU Police 
Academy will hold an 
informational meeting 
Wednesday at 11 a.m., in 
Room 205D of the DeVos 
Center. The meeting will 
provide details about the 
application process for 
the 2010 GVSU Police 
Academy.
Rep. Hoekstra to host 
health care meeting
Representative Pete 
Hoekstra, R-Holland, 
will host a public town 
hall meeting about health 
care today. The meeting 
will be held from 7 p.m. 
to 8:30 p.m. at the Reeths 
Puffer Rocket Centre for 
the Fine Arts Auditorium. 
The Auditorium is located 
at 1545 N. Roberts Road 
in Muskegon, Mich.
Kirkhof shows "Rocky 
Horror," holds contest
A screening of 
the cult classic “The 
Rocky Horror Picture 
Show’’ will take place 
on Wednesday, at the 
Kirkhof Center Grand 
River Room.
Doors open at 8:30 
p.m., with the movie 
starting a half-hour 
later. Early arrivers will 
receive a “Rocky Horror 
Survival Kit.”
Attendees are also 
encouraged to dress 
up as “Rocky Horror’’ 
characters for a costume 
contest after the film.
Out V About presents 
amateur drag show
Out ‘n’ About will 
team up with Power 
Diva Productions for 
an amateur drag show 
Thursday from 8 p.m. to 
11 p.m.
The event will 
take place in the Pere 
Marquette Room at 
Kirkhoff Center and 
is the first GVSU drag 
show to include student 
performers.
A Q&A panel with 
performers will follow 
the show. There will also 
be a canned food drive at 
the event to benefit the 
Women’s Center Student 
Food Pantry.
GV named one of state's safest universities
Daily Beast report 
ranks GVSU crime 
statistics third 
lowest in country
By Chelsea Lane
GVL Assistant News Editor
While Grand Valley State 
University is one of the youngest 
major universities in Michigan, 
recent reports say it may also be 
one of the safest.
GVSU was named the third 
safest campus in the country 
by news and opinion Web site 
The Daily Beast. The report 
said GVSU’s crime statistics 
are very low in almost every 
category, despite the fact GVSU 
is one of the newest universities 
on the list and has one of the 
largest campuses.
According 
to Department 
of Public Safety 
statistics, there 
have been 
715 reported 
criminal 
offenses or 
arrests on or 
around the 
Allendale 
Campus in 
the past two 
years. Of those 
offenses 448 
were liquor law violations.
In addition, there are three 
referrals for drug or liquor 
law violations, meaning the 
individuals were referred 
to a university disciplinary 
committee or a judicial body 
instead of being arrested.
The two most common 
GVSU offenses are larceny 
and liquor law violations. 
There were no reported cases 
of arson, motor vehicle theft, 
illegal weapons possession or
“... these disclosures 
make it possible to 
have a side-by-side 
comparison of the 
level of security 
provided by different 
institutions... ”
JONATHAN KASSA
SECURITY ON CAMPUS, INC.
aggravated assault in the past 
two years.
Eastern Michigan University, 
which has about 2,000 fewer 
students than GVSU, reported 
a total of 351 criminal offenses 
or arrests, 163 of which were 
alcohol-related and 263 drug or 
alcohol referrals in the past two 
years. Robbery was the only 
crime that increased in 2008.
“One of the top priorities 
for the departments has been 
to decrease breaking and 
enterings,” Eastern’s chief of 
police Greg O’Dell said in a 
press release. “We have made a 
lot of progress and added some 
very important tools in crime 
prevention at EMU.”
Central Michigan University 
reported 466 criminal offenses 
or arrests, including 283 related 
to liquor violations and 997 drug 
or alcohol referrals. With more 
than 27,000 
students, 
Central is 
slightly larger 
than GVSU.
We stern 
Michigan 
University 
has a student 
body very 
close in size 
to GVSU’s, 
but Western’s 
crime rate is 
much higher 
with 907 reported arrests and 
1,238 referrals for drug, alcohol 
or weapons violations. Liquor 
and drug violations are the most 
common reason for arrest at 
Western.
Under the federal Jeanne 
Clery Act, all colleges must 
release an annual security report 
with campus crime statistics 
and a summary of security 
procedures . Ihe act .championed 
by Howard and Connie Clery 
after their daughter Jeanne was
Campus Crimes in 2008 (According to universities' public safety Web sites)
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murdered at Lehigh University 
in 1986, was signed into law by 
President George H.W. Bush in 
1990
“The Clery Act information 
provides students and families 
with an important starting point 
for evaluating campus safety,” 
said Jonathan Kassa, the 
executive director of nonprofit 
organization Security on 
Campus, Inc., in a press release. 
“While differences in campus 
environments make a strict 
ranking system difficult, these 
disclosures make it possible to 
have a side-by-side comparison 
of the level of security provided 
by different institutions and to 
ask informed questions.”
If colleges do not release 
crime statistics or falsify any 
information on their reports, 
they can face federal fines and 
other penalties.
Last year. Eastern paid the 
U.S. Department of Education 
$350,000, the largest fine in
the history of the Clery Act. In 
addition to failing to properly 
disclose crime statistics and 
policies from the period of 
2003 to 2005, Eastern was also 
fined for failing to issue safety 
warnings or crime bulletins to
the university community after 
the on-campus rape and murder 
of student Laura Dickinson, 
which had been logged as a 
“medical assist” call rather than 
a crime.
assistantnews @ lanthorn rorn
Courtesy Photo / Out 'N' About
Growing awareness: Members of Out 'N' About walk for the 2009 Day of Silence. The group recently hosted the first speaker of its new lecture series.
Out 'N' About launches new LGBT lecture series
Laurel Westbrook 
discusses social 
categories through 
Queer Theory
By Molly Waite
GVL Staff Writer
In an effort to increase 
interest and attendance at 
meetings, LGBT advocacy 
group Out ‘N’ About has 
begun inviting speakers in 
to talk to students.
In the first of what istobe 
a series of lectures. Grand 
Valley State University 
assistant professor of 
sociology Laurel Westbrook 
led a discussion on Queer 
Theory and its applications 
in the LGBT community.
Amy Simpson, Out ‘N’ 
About education chair, is 
responsible for the new 
lecture program.
Officials of the 
organization said they hope 
the lectures will help bring 
in more outside sources 
to discuss important 
information that might 
otherwise be overlooked in 
group discussions.
“Dr. Westbrook was the 
first speaker of what I hope 
will be an ongoing program 
Out ‘N’ About puts on,” 
Simpson said. “People tend
to get a little bored with 
the same old routine and I 
think speakers are a great 
way to break it up. They 
offer more experience and 
knowledge in different 
subjects than I can.”
Guest speakers provide 
an opportunity for students 
to learn about and discuss 
new topics.
One of the purposes of 
Out ‘N’ About is to raise 
awareness of LGBT issues 
and the community as a 
whole.
They encourage open 
thought and expression 
while attempting to bring 
attention to concepts that 
might not otherwise be 
discussed, such as Queer 
Theory.
“One of the purposes 
of a liberal arts education 
is for students to learn 
to think critically and 
evaluate assumptions about 
the world,” Westbrook 
said. “Queer Theory is 
one possible tool people 
can use to do this. I hope 
that students leave asking 
questions about our 
society.”
The idea of Queer 
Theory is to question social 
categories by exploring 
the roles of gender, sex, 
sexuality and race as they 
are constructed by society.
Not only do speakers 
provide information for 
members of Out ‘N’ 
About, they also provide 
opportunities for students 
who are not involved in 
the LGBT community to 
learn more and become 
advocates.
President 
of Out ‘N’
About Patrick 
Bowman 
recognizes 
t h e 
importance of 
education for 
members and 
non-members 
alike.
“I think 
that every 
student at 
Grand Valley would benefit 
from a presentation by Dr. 
Westbrook and learning 
about Queer Theory,” 
Bowman said. “I feel 
that many people do not 
know enough about LBGT 
issues. It is important to be 
informed.”
With the high number 
of students who attended 
Westbrook’s lecture and 
the overall response it 
received. Out ‘N’ About 
will likely continue inviting 
speakers to meetings.
Simpson discussed the 
possibility of having a
“I feel that many 
people do not 
know enough 
about LGBT issues.
It is important to 
be informed.”
PATRICK BOWMAN
OUT N' ABOUT 
PRESIDENT
speaker present on being 
LGBT in the workplace in 
relation to employer and 
employee rights.
“Dr. Westbrook did a 
wonderful job and I spoke 
to some Out ‘N’ About 
members afterward who 
asked if she 
would be 
speaking to 
us again,” 
Simpson 
said.“I think 
it went very 
well and it 
is always 
beneficial 
to be
introduced 
to new ways 
of thinking.
It’s good 
to encourage new and 
different perspectives, 
even when students don’t 
necessarily agree with what 
is being discussed.”
The Out ‘N’ About 
Web site is available 
at http://www2.gvsu.
edu/~outabout/welcome. 
htm
The LGBT Resource 
Center is located in room 
1161 of the Kirkhof 
Center.
mwaite® lanthorn .com
Lanthorn 
wins General 
Excellence
Competing in Division I 
of the 2009 Michigan Press 
Association College Newspaper 
Contest, the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn won 22 awards in 18 
categories, including first place 
for General Excellence.
‘To be recognized in such 
a way is both an honor and 
validation of the work we do 
in the community,” said Jenny 
Whalen, Lanthorn editor-in- 
chief. “The staff of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn strives to 
create an informative, accurate 
and entertaining product, and to 
receive such a distinction is truly 
a source of pride for everyone 
here.”
The MPA College 
Newspaper Contest is a 
statewide competition open to 
Division I, II and III college 
newspapers.
In addition to the l^anthom 
other universities which 
compete in Division I include 
Michigan State University 
Central Michigan University 
the University of Michigan anc 
Eastern Michigan University 
Division I newspapers are- 
defined as those that publish 
two or more times a week.
Members of the Iowa Press- 
Association judged the 2009 
competition, which included all 
issues published between June 
1,2008 and April 30.2009.
The Lanthorn received five 
awards for first place, seven for 
second, nine for third and one 
honorable mention.
The General Excellence 
category, in which the lanthorn 
placed first, is judged for overall! 
excellence in writing, designing 
and advertising based on four 
issues chosen at random by 
contest administrators.
The Lanthorn also took first 
and second place for Editorial 
writing, first and second for 
Columns and first, second and 
third for Reviews.
The Lanthorn will be honored 
at the January MPA Conference 
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
For a complete list of contest 
winners visit http://www. 
lanthom.com.
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Nuclear talks: Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, Iran's president reveals nuclear site
GVL DIGEST
| Michigan in Brief
Gov. Granholm says she 
wants budget changes
Gov. Jennifer Granholm 
is “disappointed’' by budget 
bills Michigan lawmakers 
sent her Thursday because 
they don’t do enough 
to protect education, 
economic development and 
public safety.
Granholm says she’ll 
issue her earliest vetoes by 
late this week. Only three 
bills arc on her desk so far.
Granholm says 
lawmakers will need to 
raise taxes or find other 
ways to increase revenue in 
the next 30 days.
List of 10 finalists for 
ArtPrize competition
Organizers announced 
the 10 finalists for Grand 
Rapids ArtPrize through 
Saturday. The winner will 
be announced Thursday.
The finalists, in 
alphabetical order
— Eric Daigh,Traverse 
City, “Portraits”
— Sarah Grant, Des 
Moines, Iowa, “The 
Furniture City Sets the 
Table for the World of Art”
— Jason Hackenwerth, 
New York, “Ecstasy of The 
Scarlet Empress”
— David Lubbers.
Grand Rapids, “The Grand 
Dance”
— Ran Ortner,
Brooklyn, N.Y.,“Open 
Water No. 24”
— John Douglas 
Powers, Birmingham, Ala., 
“Field of Reeds”
— Nessie Project 
(Thomas Birks. Richard 
App, David Valdissen and 
Joachim Jensen), Grand 
Rapids, “Nessie on the 
Grand"
— Bill Secunda, Butler, 
Pa., “Moose”
— Tracy Van Duinen, 
Chicago, “Imagine That!”
— Michael 
Westra, Grand Haven, 
“winddancer2”
$30.
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Health care reform could create jobs
Iran’s president: Obama
By Ali Akbar Dareini
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - 
Iran’s president said Saturday 
that President Barack Obama 
made a big mistake when he 
accused the country of hiding 
a newly revealed nuclear site 
that Iran claims it reported 
to the U.N. even earlier than 
required.
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s 
comments came only hours 
before the head of the 
International Atomic Energy 
Agency, Mohamed ElBaradei, 
arrived in Iran to arrange an 
inspection of the uranium 
enrichment facility near the 
holy city of Qom.
Iran agreed to allow U.N. 
inspectors into the facility at 
a landmark meeting with six
world powers near Geneva on 
Thursday that put nuclear talks 
back on track and included the 
highest-level bilateral contact 
with the U.S. in three decades.
But the new site has raised 
concerns among the U.S. and 
many of its allies who suspect 
Iran of using its nuclear program 
as a way to develop weapons 
capability — an allegation 
rejected by Tehran.
made a mistake
ElBaradei recently said 
Tehran was “on the wrong side 
of the law” over its new plant 
because he argued the country 
should have revealed its plans 
as soon as it decided to build 
the facility — a position backed 
by the U.S.
Iranian officials disagree, 
saying that under IAEA 
safeguard rules, a member 
state is required to inform the 
agency about the existence of 
a nuclear facility six months 
before introducing nuclear 
material into the machines. Iran 
says the new facility won’t be 
operational for 18 months, so 
Iran has not violated any IAEA 
requirements.
Ahmadinejad said Iran 
voluntarily revealed the facility 
to the IAEA in a letter on Sept. 
21, four days before Obama 
and the leaders of France and 
Britain denounced Tehran for 
hiding the nuclear site from the 
world for years.
“The U.S. president made 
a big and historic mistake,” 
Iranian state TV quoted 
Ahmadinejad as saying during 
a speech Saturday. “Later 
it became clear that (his)
information was wrong and 
that we had no secrecy.”
The IAEA has said that Iran 
is obliged under the Additional 
Protocol to the Nuclear Non- 
Proliferation Treaty to notify the 
organization when it begins to 
design a new nuclear facility.
Iran says it voluntarily 
implemented the Additional 
Protocol for 2x/i years as h 
confidence-building gesture, 
but it’s parliament passed 
legislation in 2007 forcing 
the government to end such 
cooperation after the country 
was referred to the U.N. 
Security Council for sanctions 
over its refusal to suspend 
uranium enrichment.
The IAEA has countered 
by saying that a government 
cannot unilaterally abandon 
such an agreement.
Suspicion that Iran’s newly 
revealed nuclear site was 
meant for military purposes 
was heightened by its location 
at least partly inside a mountain 
and next to a military base
Iran has said it built the 
facility in such a way only to 
ensure continuity of its nuclear 
activities in case of an attack.
By Charles Babington
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
As the unemployment rate 
climbs. President Barack 
Obama is trying to make 
the case that his health care 
overhaul would create jobs 
by making small business 
startups more affordable.
Dismissive 
Republicans 
blamed the 
continuing 
job losses on 
Democratic 
policies 
and said the 
president’s 
health 
proposals 
won’t help.
In his
weekly radio and Internet 
video address Saturday, 
Obama linked one of his 
biggest challenges — 
joblessness — with passage 
of far-reaching changes to the 
nation’s health care system.
If aspiring entrepreneurs 
believe they can stay insured 
while switching jobs, Obama 
said, they will start new 
businesses and hire workers.
The unemployment
rate rose to 9.8 percent in 
September, the highest since 
June 1983, as employers cut 
far more jobs than expected. 
The government reported 
Friday that the economy lost 
a net total of 263,000 jobs last 
month, from a downwardly 
revised 201,000 in August.
All told, 15.1 million people 
are now out of work, the 
Labor Department said, and 
7.2 million jobs have been 
eliminated since the recession 
began in December 2007.
Obama said he has met 
people “who’ve got a good 
idea and the expertise and 
determination to build it 
into a thriving business. But 
many can’t 
take that leap 
because they 
can’t afford to 
lose the health 
insurance 
they have at 
their current 
job.”
Small 
businesses 
create many 
of the nation’s 
jobs, Obama said, and some 
have the potential to become 
big companies.
Obama praised the Senate 
Finance Committee for 
crafting a health care bill 
that includes many of his 
priorities. Small businesses 
could buy health insurance 
through an exchange, he said, 
“where they can compare the 
price, quality and services of 
a wide variety of plans.”
The government would 
subsidize health insurance 
for many businesses and 
individuals, the president 
said.
Obama acknowledged 
that a health care bill is 
far from final passage in
The unemployment 
rate rose to 
9.8 percent 
in September. 
Currently, 15.1 
million people are 
out of work.
the Democratic-controlled
Congress.
The bill will be merged 
with another version and 
sent to the full Senate, where 
scores of amendments might 
be offered and Republicans 
could mount a filibuster. The 
House is advancing a more 
liberal bill that includes a 
public option to compete with 
private health insurers. The 
Senate Finance Committee 
rejected that idea.
Obama said “reforming 
our health insurance system 
will be a critical step in
rebuilding our economy 
so that our entrepreneurs 
can pursue the American 
dream again and our small 
businesses can grow and 
expand and create new jobs 
again.”
In the weekly Republican 
address, Rep. Candice Miller 
of Michigan said the Obama- 
backed $787 bi II ion econom ic 
stimulus package fell far short 
of its goals. She criticized 
a House-passed energy bill 
that would set limits and 
costs on greenhouse gas 
emissions. The plan, which
the Senate has not taken u£. 
“would increase electricity 
bills, raise gasoline prices 
and ship more American job’s 
overseas,” Miller said.
She called for deeper tax 
cuts for small businesses “to 
put our economy back on 
track.”
As for health care, Miller 
said,“Washington Democrats 
intend to fund their 
government-run health care 
plan with cuts to Medicare 
benefits” and with new taxes 
on businesses.
AP Photo / Paul Sancya
Wanted: Job seekers take notes at the International Revenue Service booth while attending a job fair Sept. 3.
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AbracaSAFRA
1 he recent passage of the Student Aid and 
fiscal Responsibility Act is one of which 
college students should rejoice, for such 
legislation has been a long time coming.
Hnding the 44-year-old Federal Family Education Loan 
program, SAERA will eliminate private lending of student 
loans and replace it with lending directly from the federal 
government.
While some parts of the political spectrum would have 
students believe SAFRA is anti-capitalism, it is important 
to note most private lenders in the present market offer 
uniform, high interest rates on student loans — so much for 
competitive market prices.
: I he massive loan debt carried by thousands of 
undergraduates is proof private, for-profit lenders have 
abused their monopoly. College students are already preyed 
on by credit card companies and pyramid schemes, shouldn’t 
higher education come without strings?
If all goes according to plan, SAFRA will direct $47 
billion to Pell grants, $9.5 billion to community colleges,
$2.5 billion to improving facilities and the rest to colleges 
find universities for improving program-completion and job- 
placement rates.
In addition, SAFRA promises the shift from guaranteed 
to direct lending will save $87 billion during the next 10 
years, with $10 billion left over to help assuage the federal 
government's $1 trillion debt.
It certainly sounds nice on paper, but students should keep 
in mind any “promises” with federal origins are subject to 
interpretation.
■ There will probably be some savings from the 
implementation of SAFRA, but it will make little, if any, 
dent in the national deficit.
Flowever, caps on interest rates and a reworked fixed 
interest-rate program will ease much of the financial burden 
suffered by students.
It stands to reason that students who are not forced below 
the poverty line upon graduation will have a better chance 
at pursuing and achieving a middle-class standard of living 
after graduation.
Incidentally, SAFRA will also shorten the FAFSA form.
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Valley Vote
.Should community colleges be allowed 
to offer four-year degrees?
Yes: 61.29%
[This week’s question:
Should businesses be allowed to 
•discriminate based on sexuality?
(iVL OPINION POLICY
llie ultimate goal of the Grand Valley 
I an thorn opinion page is to stimulate 
discussion and action on topics of interest 
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of 
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes 
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles 
of expression for reader opinions: letters 
to the editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
Letters must include the author s name 
and be accompanied by current picture 
identification if dropped off in person, 
letters will be checked by an employee of 
the Grand Valley I anthom
l otters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for letter length is one 
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and 
condense letters and columns for length 
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be 
held responsible fix emirs that appear in 
print as a result of transcribing handwritten 
letters (X e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the auth<x may be withheld 
for compelling reasons.
The content, infixmation and 
views expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, officers, 
faculty and staff.
No: 38.71%
Vote online at
Lanthorn.com
EDITORIAL CARTOON
SHH... DON'T STRUGGLE, SUMMER. 
IT'S MY TURN,
GVL / Jacob Bowen
YOUR INSIGHTS
If you knew you had only one more 
day to live, what would you do?
Spend half of it 
being reckless — 
skydiving and stuff 
— and the rest of 
it with my family. 
You have to spend 
your last moments 
with your family.
Gather up a bunch 
of my buddies and 
go on an epic road 
trip. Go see a bunch 
of stuff, do a lot of 
things, have a lot of 
fun with all of my 
friends...I've always 
wanted to go to the 
West Coast.
If I had one more 
day to live, I would 
spend it with 
my family and 
loved ones. We'd 
probably do what 
we do when we get 
together — play 
games, eat dinner.
I'd go skydiving, 
and I'd travel to a 
lot of the different 
parts of the world.
I'd take a hot air 
balloon ride, I've 
always wanted to 
do that. I'd eat lots 
of Snickers bars 
because I really like 
Snickers and I'd 
play with puppies 
because puppies 
make me happy.
Matthew Shaber
Senior
Computer Science 
Jackson, Mich.
Laura Vohlken
Senior
Communications 
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jazmyn Holley
Senior 
Sociology 
Chicago, III.
Chris Roels
Junior 
Engineering 
Holland, Mich.
Alexis Croswell
Freshman 
Business 
Berkley, Mich.
Newspapers can fight back
By Donna Barrett and Randy 
Siegel
OK, newspaper folks. It’s time 
to pick ourselves off the ground 
and fight back. There is plenty of 
time left on the clock, and our fans
— more than l(X) million loyal 
readers — are pulling for us to 
win. So here’s how we rally.
First and foremost, we have 
to ignore those self-proclaimed 
pundits and cynics who believe 
newspapers are dead. They are 
dead wrong.
Sure, newspaper companies 
face serious challenges. But we 
also have serious opportunities to 
re-engineer ourselves as quality 
content creators for local print and 
online audiences that advertisers 
still desire.
As we see during this punishing 
recession, overhauling the 
economics of newspapering while 
experimenting with new business 
models is a daunting task, but 
it’s starting to happen in cities 
and towns all over the country, 
especially where executives 
and editors possess the requisite 
vision, confidence, creativity and 
entrepreneurial drive to succeed.
The truth is right now every 
media company is hurting and 
under tremendous pressure to 
innovate and grow. No one — 
not even MySpace, Facebook 
or the latest new media darling
— is immune from these severe 
contractions in the advertising 
marketplace.
Fortunately, 
A the economy 
. A eventually will 
A improve, and
j A businesses
A will
spending 
m o
f The 
^ price of 
f newsprint 
^ will come
down. New print and online 
revenue models will emerge. And 
well-run newspaper companies 
will succeed by fighting hard, 
experimenting and evolving while 
tuning out those critics who revel 
in the thought of a society without 
newspapers or news.
Also, newspaper companies 
needtocapitalizemoreaggressively 
on the valuable information their 
newsrooms singularly provide 
their communities and our country'. 
In these uncertain, complex times, 
trusted,compelling content has the 
potential to be more essential for 
readers and online 
users than ever.
And if you don’t 
believe us, ask 
yourself: Do most 
Americans still care 
about what goes on 
in their community, 
country and around 
the world? Is there 
still demand for 
in-depth news, 
analysis, opinions, 
sports results and 
cultural coverage?
Are the decimated 
TV and radio news 
operations in local 
markets really able to compete 
with the journalistic resources of 
a good newspaper? Are people 
looking for credible sources of 
news as it becomes increasingly 
difficult to separate fact from 
fiction on the Internet?
In the past year, newspaper 
journalists have blown away 
their competition with critically 
important and defining coverage 
of two wars, a historic presidential 
election and the worst economic 
meltdown and financial scandals 
in our lifetimes. In municipalities 
from coast to coast, newspapers 
have excelled in their watchdog 
role as a protector of the public 
interest by bringing down 
corrupt politicians, exposing
First and 
foremost, we 
have to ignore 
those self- 
proclaimed 
pundits 
and cynics 
who believe 
newspapers are 
dead. They are 
dead wrong.
Newspapers: 
Carrying the 
Torch of 
Freedom
government waste and fraud, 
and injecting much-needed 
accountability in our schools and 
social-service agencies.
In short, quality content is still 
king, and newspapers own the best 
news-gathering operations in their 
individual markets. Nearly all local 
news originates from newspaper 
journalists, which remains a huge 
competitive advantage if utilized 
the right way.
Newspapers can increase their 
revenues and reach by investing 
in more content creation for 
different audiences, not less. The 
more compelling 
articles and
information a 
newspaper and 
its Web site can 
offer, the longer 
readers and
online users will 
be engaged. The 
longer consumers 
are engaged, the 
more exposure 
they will have to 
ads in print and 
online. The more 
attention the ads 
receive, the better 
the advertisers’ 
responses typically will be and the 
more those ads will be worth.
Bottom line: Creating a more 
attractiveexpcriencefornewspaper 
and Web site audiences enhances 
advertising revenues. Conversely, 
cutting back too much on content 
while raising prices to readers and 
advertisers accelerates audience 
declines, which in turn undermine 
advertising revenues.
In our rapidly changing society, 
newspapers, in print and online, 
can turn things around, reassert 
their relevance to readers and 
advertisers, and stage a comeback. 
It won’t be easy or for the faint­
hearted. It will take a lot of hard 
work. Not every new idea or 
strategy will succeed. But it can 
be done as long as we 
don’t give up. We can’t 
win this tough battle 
if we don’t believe 
in our mission and in 
ourselves.
Donna Barrett is 
President and Chief Executive 
Officer of Community Newspaper 
Holdings Inc. (CNHI). Randy 
Siegel is President and Publisher 
of Parade
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Rain dampens turnout for 
2009 Family Weekend
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life F.ditor
Stormy weather welcomed 
guests to Family Weekend on 
Fnday evening, and the rain kept 
many family members at home.
The sun has shone on past 
Family Weekends, said I^eaAnn 
Tibbe, assistant director for the 
Office of Student Life.
For those stout enough to 
venture to campus, the Office of 
Student Life provided rain plans to 
accommodate for outdoor events.
Despite the inclement weather, 
Tibbe, the event coordinator, 
said the weekend drew sell-out 
crowds to major events such as A 
Taste of West Michigan and the 
W.G. Jackson Research Vessel 
tour of Muskegon I>ake and I xike 
Michigan.
“Family Weekend is a great time 
to bring the family back to campus 
and to see its beauty,” she said. “It’s 
a celebration of current staff and 
students.”
Tibbe added the weekend leaves 
a good impression on families.
New events this year included 
the Family Pedometer Challenge, 
Grand Valley’s Got Talent, the 
open houses. Samples of Salsa, the 
art gallery exhibit and open house, 
and the Carillon Concert and open 
house.
“We have enough events that 
families can stay busy all day,” 
Tibbe said.
This year’s theme, “Get in the 
Swing of Tilings” incorporated the 
Samples of Salsa w ith the swing of 
dancing and the Golf Outing with 
the swing of a club.
The Family Weekend planning 
committee decided to include 
Samples of Salsa when the other 
major afternoon meal event, a Taste 
of West Michigan, sold out its IXXX) 
tickets year after year.
Samples of Salsa also tied in 
perfectly with Hispanic Heritage 
Month from Sept. 15 to Oct. 15.
At the event, about 200
participants enjoyed a taco bar 
while viewing a Salsa performance 
and receiving dance lessons by 
student organization Sabrosisimo.
The Latin Student Union helped 
guests create pihatas.
Brenda Gonzalez, president of 
Adelitas, said Samples of Salsa 
helps to spread cultural awareness.
“We have the presence of 
a lot of student 
organizations,” she 
said. “It’s a good 
way to meet a lot of 
students who already 
go to school .”
Gonzalez said one 
mother encouraged 
her student to join 
one of the many 
Latino organizations 
that volunteered at 
the event.
The Meadows Golf Course 
attracted about 60 visitors in 
the morning and 60 to 65 in the 
afternoon as the rain began to pour.
In its second year, the Meadows 
Golf Outing built on the positive 
feedback it received from last year.
“It’s a good way to spend 
quality time with your family in a 
different atmosphere than sitting in 
a restaurant,” said Samantha Butler, 
senior president of the Hospitality 
and Tourism Management Club 
that volunteered at the golf event.
Families began swinging their 
clubs at 8 a m. or 1pm. on Saturday, 
earning prizes for the longest drive, 
the shortest drive, the closest to the 
pin, the fastest team to the hole and 
a hole-in-one.
K irkhof Center acti vities catered 
to guests of all ages.
Food included cotton candy, 
snow-cones and cookies to 
decorate. Families played carnival 
games such as ball-in-the-bucket 
throw, ring toss, lollipop tree, duck 
pond mid bean bag toss. Visitors 
could paint gourds or make beaded 
jewelry.
The Humane Society had a 
table to provide information about
pet adoption with a dog for passers- 
by to snuggle.
The Renaissance Club promoted 
their upcoming faire on Oct. 17 
and 18. Dressed in Renaissance 
costumes, they drew the crowd’s 
attention with a short skit.
A winged Renaissance Club 
member rose from the floor as if 
brought to life.
club 
more 
a tavern 
mid duels at the 
faire this year.
ITiey also 
promoted the 
faire with their 
Kids’ Comer, 
an area with 
coloring pages, 
pin the tail on 
the dragon and 
pirate story time. The Renaissance 
Faire will have a similar Kids’ 
Comer available.
On her way through the Kirkhof 
carnival, Kim Bruckner, mother of 
freshman Kaylee Bruckner, said 
she wmited to see her daughter’s 
classrooms and dormitory.
“We love the campus,” she 
added. “It’s beautiful.”
First, Kim Bruckner stopped 
at the Kirkhof activities with her 
younger children. In the afternoon, 
she planned to have dinner at A 
Taste of West Michigan, a feast in 
which West Michigan restaurants 
served menu items for 1 XXX) guests 
to sample.
Although the weather kept some 
families from visiting campus this 
weekend, Kim Bruckner came 
prepared.
“I brought umbrellas,” she said. 
“But now it’s not raining.”
lakerlife@ lanthom rom
See more: Visit 
Lanthorn.com for
Family Weekend 
photo slideshow
“Family Weekend 
is a great time to 
bring the family 
back to campus 
and to see its 
beauty.”
LEAANN TIBBE
OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Hie 
promised 
skits,
GVL / Eric Coulter
Family togetherness: A child gets a stick-on tattoo at Family Weekend. The activities allowed family members to experience campus.
Family Day: a victory in more ways than one
Originally 
published 
in the 
Lanthorn 
on Oct. 2, 
1985.
By Karen Snellcr 
Staff Writer
Laker spirit abounded at Grand Val­
ley Saturday, as families and friends 
from near and far gathered together 
at the place which has become home 
for one-quarter of the GVSC students.
The families and faculty gathered
together to clear up questions and en­
joy a well organized day of entertain­
ment.
Family Day began early at 9:30 a.m. 
as the Residence Halls opened their 
doors to welcome families in for ex­
ploration and refreshments. Each 
hall created its own unique decora­
tions to greet the visitors. Signs such 
as, “Please send money!” and '*We 
love you, Mom and Dad!” could be 
seen throughout the buildings. Aeon- 
test was held in Kistler Hall for the 
best individual floor decorations, with 
Waterfront, on the third floor, given 
S25 for its outstanding garnishment. 
A contest was held for all four campus 
housing complexes with the Ravine 
Apartments chosen as the victor, and 
the victory in the Ravine individual 
contest belonged to the 'Fun House’ 
for its amusing designs which were
unequaled by any other.
The families were also treated to an 
exceptional breakfast buffet at the 
Kirkhof Center while they enjoyed the 
“Rlue Grass” music of Dan Kovats and 
the GVSC Jazz Band. Beautiful 
autumn colored corsages purchased 
by Student Activities were given to 
each mother, and clowns passed out 
GVSC balloons to the attending 
youngsters.
At 10:45 a.m. parents were wel­
comed at an advisory board meeting, 
where they could present questions to 
President Lubbers, Provost Niemeyer, 
and the Executive Assistant to the Pre­
sident, Art Hills, and express their 
opinions of the campus and its educa­
tional facilities.
A deli buffet luncheon began at noon 
for all and included the entertainment 
from the GVSC Pom-Pom squad, 
cheerleaders, marching band, and 
singer Larry Conkle.
The Grand Valley - Wayne State foot­
ball game, the focal point of the day, 
saw a packed stadium of screaming 
fans, led by Grand Valley mascot the 
'Great Laker', Ron Gates, ready to 
cheer its team on to a second straight 
victory, 10-7.
1
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Story time: Volunteers read aloud to elementary students to help improve their literacy skills.
GV students to tutor 
in GR public schools
By Allison Bleeker
GV7. Staff Writer
Reading aloud with parents and 
teachers can be a fond memory of 
childhtxxJ; however, many children 
are not being read to on a daily basis, 
which can hinder their ability to leant.
The Schools of Hope reading 
program encourages change in the 
Grand Rapids Public School District 
by letting community members and 
college students volunteer to read to 
elementary school children.
The program works with elementary 
students in grades first through third in 
15 Grand Rapids elementary schtxtls.
Grand Valley State 
University students can 
learn how to volunteer 
by attending one of 
the Schools of Hope 
training programs on 
Wednesday.
“It is important 
to have community 
members know what 
goes on during the day 
at our school,” said 
Linda Igleski, reading coordinator for 
Sibley Elementary, one of the locations 
where GVSU students will volunteer. 
“The students enjoy seeing the tutors, 
and it is beneficial for them to have 
one-on-one time.”
Many elementary students are on a 
waiting list of those who need tutors.
The program aims to raise the 
number of tutors from 1200 to 12>(X) 
for the 2009-10 sch(x>l year.
The goal of Schtxils of Hope is 
to have third graders in the GRPSD 
perform at the same reading level 
as other third graders in the Kent 
Intermediate School District, as 
measured by the MEAPtest.
According to Reading is 
Fundamental, http://www.rif.org, the 
percentage of children age 3 to 5 being 
read to daily dropped from 57 percent 
in 1996 to 53 percent in 1999. Thirty- 
four percent of children entering 
kindergarten could not identify letters 
of the alphabet.
According to the site, below-par 
readers in the early grades are not likely 
to catch up with their more skilled 
classmates. If a child is a struggling 
reader at the end of first grade, there is 
a 90 percent probability he or she will 
be a pcxir reader at the end of fourth 
grade.
These statistics explain why 
volunteers are needed to read to 
children.
“I have seen a big improvement in 
the children’s reading ability,” said Elsa 
Hill, reading coordinator for Campau 
Elementary. “The tutors help with 
sounding out words and repetition, 
and the kids really enjoy coming to the 
program.”
Teacher-s 
choose the txx>ks 
college students 
and community 
members will read 
to the elementary 
students based on 
their reading level.
Each book is 
color coded, and 
when an elementary 
student masters one level, they can 
move up to the next reading level.
Not only do students benefit 
from the tutoring academically, but 
instructors also see developments in 
attitude. * •
“I have seen the children change 
emotionally because the friendships 
they develop w ith their tutor helps with 
their self-esteem,” said Rosa Smitli, 
reading coordinator for Congress 
Elementary. “The student and tutor 
can give time, attention and love (b 
each other,” she said. “The presence 
of someone other than a teacher can be 
very important to a child.”
Training sessions for the Schools of 
Hope program are 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 
p.m. Wednesday in Kirkhof Center, 
Rtxrni 1104 and 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 
p.m. Oct. 14 at the University Club.
For additional information, contact 
Sue Skx)p at (616) 331-2215.
ableeker@ lanthorn rom
‘The students enjoy 
seeing the tutors, 
and it is beneficial 
for them to have 
one-on-one time.”
LINDA IGLESKI
SIBLEY ELEMENTARY 
READING COORDINATOR
Notes from Abroad
Check out the Notes from Abroad blog at Lanthorn.com to 
follow five GVSU students on their travels around the world
• ♦ • • • • 
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Sports in Brief
Smolen's four TDs help No. 1 Lakers slay Dragons, 47-21
NUMBER CRUNCHER
first-quarter touchdowns for 
senior offensive specialist 
Blake Smolen in Saturday 
night's 47-21 win over Tiffin.
8
rushing yards on 19 carries 
for sophomore running back 
Justin Sherrod, a career high.
in attendance at Lubbers 
Stadium on Saturday 
night, pushing the all-time 
attendance past 1 million
attack percentage for the 
women's volleyball team, its 
second highest percentage 
of the season.
regular season games and 
33 unbeaten GLIAC matches 
for the women's soccer 
team, dating back to the 
2006 season
www.lantliorn.com
By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports Editor
After finding the endzone four times in the first 
quarter, senior offensive specialist Blake Smolen was 
gassed.
With three rushing touchdowns and one 71-yard 
touchdown reception, Smolen helped give the Lakers 
a 28-0 lead with 25 seconds left in the first quarter.
However, four touchdowns were more than 
enough for Smolen as he lost his lunch on the sidelines 
of Lubbers Stadium.
“I was exhausted,” Smolen, who 
finished with six carries for 67 yards 
and 90 yards receiving, said.
The Tiffin University defense must 
have been equally exhausted after 
chasing Smolen all over the field as 
the No. I leakers went on to dismantle 
the Tiffin Dragons 47-21 - their 48th 
consecutive regular season win and 
45th in the GLIAC.
The win kept the Lakers’ 
undefeated season alive, pushing their 
record to 6-0 and 5-0 in the GLIAC, 
while keeping Tiffin winless at 0-6.
It took the Lakers just three plays in a minute 
and 13 seconds to get on the scoreboard, scoring a 
touchdown on their first four possessions - all from 
Smolen.
‘‘We got the ball to him, and he didn’t pass up 
his opportunities,” said GVSU head coach Chuck 
Martin. “I’m not sure Tiffin tackled him many times
“Talent-wise (Tiffin 
is) not close to the 
ability level (of the 
Lakers). There was 
a huge discrepancy 
between the two 
teams.”
CHUCK MARTIN
GVSU HEAD COACH
during the game. We told everyone that you better 
take advantage of your chances because you probably 
won’t have a ton tonight. And he made the most of
his.”
Using what they called a “radar defense,” with no 
down lineman and every defender standing up. Tiffin 
made an attempt to confuse the offensive line.
With 346 yards on the ground, including 191 
yards on 19 carries from sophomore Justin Sherrod, 
the offensive line did not seem to be bothered by the 
unconventional Tiffin defense.
"I guess that’s their idea to confuse people and 
make it harder on the offensive line,” 
Martin said. “It is difficult for the 
offensive line to sort stuff out, but 
obviously our first group did a good 
job of sorting it out - we ran it pretty 
good.”
Senior quarterback Brad Iciek, 
who completed nine out of 15 pass 
attempts for 231 yards and two 
touchdowns,doubted the effectiveness 
of the defensive scheme.
“It’s not very good,” Iciek said. 
“They ran it a lot this year and yeah, 
it’s hard to see, but if they’re giving up 
a ton of points, it’s not very effective.”
Having guys standing up on the line of scrimmage 
makes it very difficult to play defense, Martin said.
“You’re not in a good position,” he said. “There’s 
a reason that from the JFL (Junior Football League) 
to the NFL, no one else is standing up at the line of
scrimmage.
Having won only one game in the past two seasons 
- their first in the GLIAC - Tiffin could not compete 
with the bigger, faster and stronger Lakers.
‘Talent-wise, they’re not close to the ability level 
(of the leakers),” Martin said. “There was a huge 
discrepancy between the two teams.”
Iciek said coming into the game, the team knew 
they were a superior team physically.
“We just had to be prepared and take care of 
business early,” he said. “We did a good job of coming 
out fast like we did last week.”
With the Lakers’ offense scoring points early and 
often, the defense had a little breathing room.
“That helps a lot,” said junior linebacker Justin 
Victor. “That was the goal coming out, getting on 
them fast. Let the offense score the points, get the 
twos in to get them some experience.”
Playing a team that was undoubtedly outmatched, 
it was a challenge to play hard on every down.
“The biggest thing was coming in there and 
keeping up the intensity,” Victor said. “Knowing 
they’re 0-5, it’s hard to keep plays locked in. I think 
we did a pretty good job of executing our defense.”
Injury Update
The first half ended on a somber note, after Tiffin 
freshman defensive back Jordan Johnson went down 
and appeared motionless for more than 15 minutes. 
Johnson was carted off the field on a stretcher but was 
reported as responsive and moving his extremities. He 
was taken to the hospital as a precautionary measure
sports@lanthorn rota
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Big lead: The Lakers focused on properly executing plays during their game against Tiffin this weekend. GVSU's Blake Smolen scored a career-high four times in the game’s first quarter.
Volleyball team fails to take GLIAC lead
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Senior Reporter
After an opportunity to tie for a divisional lead two 
weekends ago, this weekend the Grand Valley State 
University women’s volleyball team had a chance to 
tie for tops in the conference.
Unfortunately, the leakers only managed to win 
one of their two matches, dropping a 3-1 decision 
to Hillsdale College before lashing out against the 
University of Findlay for a 3-0 victory.
The Lakers (10-7,6-3 GLIAC) headed to Hillsdale 
with a game plan that involved taking advantage of 
the Chaigers’ weak passing ability. Instead, the current 
GLIAC leaders forced the Leakers into 33 attack errors 
while holding its own error count to 19.
“When we were watching game film, we were 
thinking ‘Oh my gosh, their passing is so bad,”’ said 
sophomore outside hitter Courtney McCotter. “We 
felt like that would be the reason that we won. but 
then our own passing game completely fell apart. 
When we can’t get the ball to our setters and give up 
aces, it makes it impossible to run our offense. We 
ended up recovering more than attacking.”
To add pressure to an already stressful situation, 
the Lakers dropped the first set for the eighth time this 
season. GVSU has lost the opening set in six of its 
seven losses this season and are only 2-6 when failing 
to win the opener.
“Most of our errors were in the first and second 
sets,” said junior setter Meghan Scanlon. “We did 
kind of improve as the match went on, but the first
and second games are so crucial to us - you want to 
get the first one under your belt so that you don’t have 
as much pressure in later games.”
Defeating the Chaigers would have put the Lakers 
in a three-way tie for first place in the conference. 
Instead, a disheartened GVSU team headed down to 
Findlay tied for second place in its division.
But rather than letting the previous night’s loss 
carry over into another sub-par performance, the 
Lakers pounded the Oilers through three sets to earn 
the win.
“I was interested to see how we’d come out and 
play after losing (to Hillsdale),” said GVSU head 
coach Deanne Scanlon. “We did not play well at 
all (Friday), which was pretty disappointing. But 
we made some changes in the lineup and had some 
players really step up and play well for us. I was glad 
to see how they bounced back.”
Heading into this weekend’s home matchup 
against Ashland University, Deanne Scanlon said she 
will continue to mix up the active lineup until she feels 
comfortable with the team’s level of consistency.
“In volleyball, your success is very dependent on 
how your team meshes and plays together,” she said. 
“We’re still trying to find a lineup of players that will 
go out and perform on a consistent basis. I felt that 
the lineup that we used against Findlay just kind of 
flowed together.”
If the Lakers are to avoid another overwhelming 
outcome, they will need to remain focused for every 
minute they are on the court, McCotter said.
“Us losing (to Hillsdale) was just another wake-
up call, even though we’ve had a thousand wake-up 
calls already this season,” she said before heaving 
a deep sigh. “If we can just take care of the things 
that are under our control, then we can go 3-0 against 
anyone.”
ejohnson @ lanthorn rom
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Big hit: Lakers sit tied with Findlay for second in the GLIAC 
They lost to Hillsdale but beat Findlay during the weekend
Irked by Sparty fan's unfounded Facebook comment
J.ired GreenJctif
innTHonn
now on
Follow LanthornSports 
c^n Twitter for up-to- 
the-minute coverage of 
Laker games, players 
and coaches
M /. Srnior llrporlrr HKF ^
With the emotion and chaos built into the annual 
Michigan vs. Michigan State battle for the Paul 
Bunyon Trophy, I have grown to believe this rivalry 
is one of the most genuine rivalries in college football 
among players and “fans.”
However, during the past five years of my college 
existence, I have seen the rivalry make a complete 
360.
Not in terms of the athletes competing on the field, 
but rather the ridiculousness of the self-proclaimed 
diehard Spartan fans making excuses.
Yes, I know Michigan lost the past two seasons,but 
this dates back to the days when Michigan dominated 
the rivalry.
Now lets turn the clock back to last Wednesday. 
It’s about midnight and as I’m getting ready for some 
shut-eye. I do what normal students do — take the 
Facebook experience.
As I look at my best friend’s (a Ferris State 
alumni/Michigan diehard) status, it has a lovely little
excerpt for Sparty fans: “Don’t remember how many 
individual Spartans (as opposed to fans) jumped in on 
the ‘tide is turning’ theme, and honestly, don’t much 
care. Talk doesn’t produce 42 Big Ten championships. 
When MSU catches the University of Chicago in 
conference titles, THEN you start listening to the 
chatter.”
Seconds later, I would “like” the 
comment to express my gratitude.
One minute later, a Spartan fan. who 
ACTUALLY attends the school in 
East l>ansing, Mich., made the “oh- 
so-friendly” comment. “What year 
did you guys graduate from UMT’...
This guy did not really just say that 
did he?
Fast forward to the present day 
... and I’m still thinking to myself ... 
really?
OK, so apparently after 15 years 
jeers and tears of watching the maize and blue. I’m 
supposed to lie down for this guy and no longer 
consider myself a fan? I’m supposed to label myself a 
Wal-Mart Wolverine (What is a Wal-mart Wolverine, 
anyway?)
Apparently this rivalry is irrelevant to me now 
because of this guy?
I gtiess all the games I’ve witnessed since
Fans should be 
entitled to cheer 
for whatever 
joke of a team 
they want!
... Win or lose, I 
am still a fan.
of cheers.
1994 were a fluke and I have no knowledge of the 
Wolverines and college football.
I’m sorry I’m not one of the 2 percent of people in 
this state who gets into Michigan.
Apparently what this person is try ing to tell me 
is the students of 104 out of the 105 colleges in the 
state of Michigan arc not allowed to be Michigan 
fans? Would that mean if I lived in 
the city of Miami, but didn’t go to 
Miami, I wouldn’t be allowed to be a 
Hurricanes fan?
Well I hate to break it to you, pal, 
but after a comment like that, you are 
all that is evil in this world we live in 
(in the sports sense). Fans should be 
entitled to cheer for whatever joke of 
a team they want!
Whether it’s Michigan football, 
Michigan State football — heck, even 
Nib High football, fans don’t have to listen to people 
asking when they graduated from a certain Big Ten 
School in order to cheer for that team.
But to make you happy, sir, I guess I’ll start working 
on my degree in Ann Arbor, Mich, to become a fan.
Win or lose, I am still a fan. Always have been, 
always will be.
#
j%reenleaf@ lanthorn x'om
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Football Recap
Score by Quarters 1 2 3 4 Score
Tiffin G 7 14 0 21
Grand Valley State 28 13 6 0 47
RUSHING: Tiffin-Alvm McKnight 8 47; Brett Koepp 6-4; 
Tunde Adedipe 1-0; Chris Evans 2-0; Nate Scully 7-minus 7.' 
Grand Valley State-Justin Sherrod 19-191; Blake Smolen 6-67; 
Carlos Clark 8-34; James Berezik 5-31; P.T. Gates 2-21; Greg 
Gay 1-5; TEAM 3-minus 3.
PASSING: Tiffin-Nate Scully 15-25 1-107; Steve Peeman
3- 4-0-30. Grand Valley State-Brad Iciek 9-15-0-231; Marquel 
Neasman 3-9-1-19.
RECEIVING: Tiffin-Greg Raspberry 6-51; Trey Williams
4- 42; B. Williams 2-9; Alvin McKnight 2-8; Marquis Harmon 
1-11; David Singleton 1-6; Tunde Adedipe 1-5; Brett Koepp 
1-5. Grand Valley State-Andrew Lorman 3-69; Mike Koster 
3-44; Blake Smolen 2-90; P.T. Gates 1-28; Israel Woolfork 1-9; 
Carlos Clark 1-9; Justin Sherrod 1-1.
INTERCEPTIONS: Tiffm-James Aubrey 1-0. Grand Valley 
State-D. Darden 1-11.
FIIMRIFS: Tiffin-Greg Raspberry 1-0; Nate Scully 1-0.
Grand Valley 
State-Carlos Clark 1-1.
GVl / Andrew Mills
Leader GVSU head coach Chuck Martin led the Lakers to another win.
Softball earns honors off diamond
Order Online @ QQC.CT9
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Academic homer: The Laker women's softball team earned the fourth highest GPA in NCAA 
Division II and seventh highest overall in NCAA rankings, for the 2008-09 school year with a 3.525.
By Aaron Brandt
GVL Staff Writer
Once again, the Grand Valley State 
University women’s softball team found 
itself at the top of another national 
ranking.
However, this time the attention was 
not on their athletic prowess, but their 
dedication to academics.
The leaker softball team earned the 
fourth highest grade point average in 
NCAA Division II in the 2008-09 school 
year, according to the National Fastpitch 
Coaches Association.
The team’s 3.525 G PA was the seventh 
highest GPA in all NCAA divisions.
“I am very proud of the team because 
this really shows that they are students 
first and athletes second,” said women’s 
softball head coach Doug Woods. “We 
really work hard to make academics a 
priority.”
Senior Stephanie Schrader attributes 
the success to the program’s dedication 
to academics.
“Doc (Woods) is really big on 
academics,” Schrader said. “He expects 
us to study and work really hard so we 
can keep our grades up.”
Woods explained his academic 
philosophy.
“We know that we 
need to give the team 
time to study,” Woods 
said. "You can’t practice 
for a million hours 
and expect to see good 
grades.”
This is the second 
year in a row the team’s 
GPA has finished top 10 
in Division II.
“I am used to the 
academic success by 
now,” Schrader said.
“(The softball program) has always been 
hard working on and off the field.”
To remain successful, the team 
has a unique policy when it comes to 
school work.
“Our practices are almost like an 
open door because girls are coming in 
late and leaving early to go study,” said
sophomore Maggie Kerrigan. “Coach 
(Woods) makes it really easy to stay on 
top of school work.”
The team uses the privilege to their 
advantage.
“I like to study in the library a lot,” 
Schrader said. “We
basically live there
when we are not playing 
softball.”
Another factor that 
contributed to the team’s 
academic success is its 
leadership.
“Our upperclassmen 
lead the rest of the team 
when it comes to school,” 
Woods said. “If one of the 
girls needs help, they are 
right there to tutor or help 
in any way they can.”
Schrader tutors several teammates 
herself, which is something she sees as 
beneficial.
“There are seven seniors and lots of 
underclassmen, so we try to help them 
out as much as we can,” Schrader said. 
“A lot of us are in the medical field, so 
we have taken many of the same classes
already.”
Tutoring sessions within the team are 
common, but the university also provides 
academic assistance.
"The whole athletic department 
stresses the student-athlete,” Woods 
said. “There are lots of opportunities to 
get help.”
A study lab set up specifically for 
athletes is one of the opportunities 
organized by Athletics.
“The tutors that the athletic department 
gives us are really helpful,” Schrader 
said. “Having the lab is nice because the 
tutors are all really concerned about your 
grades and understand that you are very 
busy.”
The busy schedule of schix>l and 
athletics may seem to contradict each 
other; however. Woods said they go 
hand in hand.
“The discipline you need to be a 
student is something that you need to be 
an athlete as well,” Woods said. “You 
can really improve yourself if you know 
how to focus and manage your time.”
abratuit@ lanthorn .com
“I am used to the 
academic success 
by now. (The 
softball program) 
has always been 
hard working .. ”
STEPHANIE
SCHRADER
GVSU SENIOR
15 Homemade Me
12” Pizza with 1 topping
($1.00 each for extra toppings)
Homemade Tiramisu £? Espresso
—, (cappuccino $1.00 extra)
Appetizers (small plates) '
Wine (Sangiovese, Cabernet Sauvignon, '1
White Zinfandel or Pinot Grigio) rA, v
i / w »> 4 *
Cocktails (any house liquor combination)
Beer (domestic drafts)
2780 Birchcrest, SE
Located behind Pietros Italian Restaurant 
(off 28th Street, one block west of Breton)
Offers not valid with any other promotional discounts.
Soccer game 
ends in tie 
against SVSU 
after overtime
After 20 minutes 
of overtime,
Grand Valley State 
University’s No. 
4 ranked women’s 
soccer team ended 
Sunday afternoon’s 
game against
Saginaw Valley 
State University 
with a 1-1 tie.
After going 
down 1-0 in the 
first half, freshman 
midfielder Ashley 
Botts sent the game 
into overtime when 
she scored her ninth 
goal of the season 
at the 84:40 mark.
During the first 
90 minutes of play, 
GVSU outshot the 
Cardinals by a 20- 
10 margin, while 
goalie Chelsea 
Parise recorded 
four saves, allowing 
only one goal.
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Soccer team grows liking 
for adverse conditions ;
the weekend sweep.
“They’re the defending national 
champions and this weekend won't detine 
our season, but it will help shape us as a 
team,” said junior defenseman Jake Oschner. 
“All we can do is learn from this and come 
better prepared the next time we play them.”
The Lakers look to rebound this weekend 
as they travel all the way to southwest Florida 
to face-off against the Eagles of Florida Gulf 
Coast University. Puck drops at 8:30 p.m. on 
Friday and Saturday.
gmonahan @ lanthorn .com
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GVSU comes up short against Davenport University
By Greg Monahan
GVL Senior Reporter
It is a new year for the Grand Valley State 
University men’s ice hockey team, but this 
weekend’s cross-town clash had the same 
disappointing results.
The rivalry between GVSU and Davenport 
has been one-sided in recent years, and this 
weekend was no different as the Lakers were 
swept in the two games by a combined seven 
goals.
Though the scores did not end up the way 
they had hoped, there is no reason to panic, 
said head coach Mike Forbes.
“Davenport is on the ice four days a week, 
and we’re on the ice two days a week,” 
Forbes said. “So this early in the season for 
us to take on a team that’s been on the ice 
twice as much as we have, it’s a pretty big 
task. We’ll get closer to them as the season 
goes, so I’m not too concerned, though I am 
a little disappointed with our discipline.”
Things got ugly on Saturday when, down 
5-2 in the third, the Lakers took two sets of 
four-minute penalties, putting to rest any 
hope of a late-game comeback.
After the game, tempers boiled over as 
several skirmishes broke out, each of which 
had to be broken up by referees.
“We took some dumb penalties and lost 
our head,” said junior forward Matt Morang. 
“But in comparison to last year, we looked 
a lot better and we know we can stick with 
them.”
The big difference in the game came on 
the defensive side, as the Lakers gave up 
two breakaways and several more odd-man 
rushes, making things very difficult for 
goaltender Josh LaVigne.
“I think that Josh (LaVigne) was hung 
out to dry,” Forbes said. “We gave up a 
shorthanded goal on a breakaway; we gave 
up a goal where one of our players left the 
middle of the ice open. I don’t blame him 
for any of the goals. I don’t think he was 
supported by the rest of the team.”
Despite the lopsided scores, Forbes was 
proud of his team's 60-minute effort.
“I think we had a good battle level,” he 
said. “We didn't quit at all. The guys stuck 
together and worked hard, and I think that’s 
a great sign. There’s no quit in this hockey 
team and I think that set the tone for the rest 
of our season.”
The Lakers know they were matched up 
against the top team in the nation and were at 
a disadvantage from lack of practice time.
After the game their spirits were generally 
up and some positives could be drawn from
GVL / Katie Mitchell
Skate on Matt Morang forces his way through the Davenport University defense The Panthers 
scored a total of seven goals in the course of two games against the Lakers this weekend.
o 24-hour fitness center
• Fully-equipped game room
• A cozy, quiet place to study
• Individual leases
© Free iVliFll throughout 
the community
© Privately locking bedrooms 
with your own bathroom
• Full size washer and dryer
• Free expanded cable
• Rates starting at
only *395 48west@4Bwcst.info www.48west.com 616 895-2400
text 48west to
*47464
**tandard rates apply
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Soggy win: Senior Irie Dennis looks to the middle for a shot during a previous GVSU women's soccer game 
The soccer team played through the rain Friday to come out victorious against Northwood University.
Defending champs take 
two from Laker icers
Despite heavy rainfall, Lakers shut out Northwood 
University 4-0, add to 10-game winning streak
By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Senior Reporter
In a game featuring sloppy weather 
conditions for the second year in a row, the 
women’s soccer team traveled to Midland, 
Mich., overcoming heavy rainfall and mud 
to shut out Northwood University 4-0 on 
Friday.
“I think we like playing in that weather,” 
said Grand Valley State University freshman 
midfielder Erin Hilbert, who scored one 
of the four Laker goals that afternoon. “It 
was cool because it 
showed that we can 
make adjustments to 
different situations 
and still play well 
together as a team.”
The Lakers got 
on the board in the 
26th minute as senior 
forward Irie Dennis 
notched her fourth 
goal to give GVSU a 
I -0 advantage.
However, the 
Lakers were not able 
to generate much 
offense for the rest of 
the half due to not only 
the wet conditions, 
but the soft field, as 
well.
“It was like running 
in sand,” said GVSU 
soccer coach Dave Dilanni. “Whenever the 
field plays soft, it plays better for the team 
that is not as athletic and fast, so it really 
slowed us down. I thought our kids needed 
to stick to the game plan and move the ball 
quickly and the chances would come but 
they didn’t for the final part of that half.”
Dilanni added after the first goal, his 
team was a bit stymied by the Timberwolves’ 
game plan against the Lakers.
“They (Northwood) were trying to sit 
in. defend with numbers and they wanted 
to counter,” Dilanni said. “We played 
into what they wanted to do for the last 20 
minutes of the first half. They were a much 
improved team, and it showed with the plan
they had against us.”
The Lakers were able to adjust in the 
second half netting a goal from freshman 
midfielder Ashley Botts in the 62nd minute. 
It was Botts’ eighth of the season, which 
leads the team.
Minutes later, sophomore midfielder and 
assist leader Erin Mruz scored her first goal 
of the season off a free kick to give GVSU 
a 3-0 lead.
“I was pretty surprised with (the goal),” 
Mruz said. “It’s always nice to get that 
first goal and I was 
fortunate enough to 
get it there.”
Mruz said the 
team wanted to come 
out energized and 
ready to play against 
the Timberwolves, 
despite the tough 
circumstances.
“Dave (Dilanni) 
said right at the 
beginning of the 
game, we were going 
to need to play scrappy 
and we did that,” she 
said. “It was very 
cold out there, but 
we managed to fight 
through it most of the 
game.”
The Lakers
continued their trend 
of offensive production by outshooting 
Northwood with a 13-4 advantage in shot); 
on goal and 24-6 in shots overall. Dennis 
led the way with six shots, while Hilbert 
and Mruz contributed five shots a piece. -
The defense was also strong as redshirt 
freshman goalkeeper Chelsea Parise saved 
three shots and earned her seventh shutoiit 
of the season. In GLIAC play, the LakeC 
defenders have only surrendered one goal, 
which came against Ferris State University 
on Sept. 13.
“They’ve been strong for us all year, ariji 
I don’t think they always get the credit thq^ 
deserve,” Dilanni said.
jgreenleaf® lanthorn.com,
“It was like running 
in sand. Whenever the 
field plays soft, it plays 
better for the team 
that is not as athletic 
and fast, so it really 
slowed us down.”
DAVE DIIANNI
GVSU HEAD COACH
PAJAMA PARTY FUN! THIS FRI &
GET IN FREE if you wear your PJs!
Every Thursday @11 pm
SeaicA
* $450 UP FOR GRABS!
Do you have what it takes t be the next star?
I 1 t
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'Jack the Juggler' to return to campus
Tudor play to be performed as part of Renaissance Faire
By Josh Brunsting
GVL Staff Writer
The annual Renaissance 
Fain? makes its return to 
Allendale next week, with a 
special theater performance to 
bq^in the celebration aS part of 
thb Shakespeare Festival.
The Greenshow, a special 
theater troupe from Grind 
Valley State University, will 
perform the comedy “Jack the 
Jliggler” Thursday, the second 
performance this season for the 
Sjtpup.
>7 The original idea for the 
Greenshow came out of a drive 
K> get freshmen and transfer 
students into the arts, said “Jack 
tfe Juggler” director Whitney 
Hershberger. The auditions for 
the Shakespeare performance 
happen in the spring, which 
does not allow for freshmen or 
transfer students to join in.
“Not only is this important 
for the students, but it’s also 
important for the department,” 
Hershberger said. “This is our 
way of not only introducing the 
students to what will hopefully 
be in their future in the theatre 
department, but we can get them 
acclimated to the department as 
a whole.”
“Jack the Juggler” is a play in 
the style known as a Tudor play. 
A style popular during the days 
of the Tudors, it features small 
casts performing short plays.
The performance follows
Jack, an impish man, who 
attempts to force a fellow 
servant. Careaway, to go crazy.
“It’s a quick little comedy 
that features a lot of vernacular 
from the time it was written, but 
also a few contemporary spins 
on the language,” said GVSU 
student and performer Lauren 
Masud.
The original 
piece has 
previously 
been shortened 
and played at 
GVSU before, 
but this version 
is a shorter one 
that attempts to 
get to the core 
of the piece.
“It was 
hard, and we 
had to cut 
whole scenes, 
but what I think resulted from 
that is a really fun and comedic 
piece of theater,” Hershberger 
said.
Along with this performance, 
the Greenshow will perform 
“Jack the Juggler” during this 
year’s Renaissance Faire. It 
will be a part of the GVSU 
tradition that includes sword­
fighting demonstrations, games, 
face painting, dancing and crafts 
instruction.
With these hands-on aspects 
of the Renaissance Faire, there 
will also be vendors who will 
sell everything from period-
style clothes and jewelry, to 
candles and woodcarvings.
“I think that fairs like this are 
popular because it is a true trip 
back in time,” said student and 
performer Ari Bighley. “It’s a 
way for everyone to reconnect 
with classic things like literature 
that have been lost to time.”
Hershberger said in the past 
the Greenshow 
actors have sold 
concessions 
in addition to 
performing 
but decided to 
do something 
different this 
fall.
“It’s kind of 
like guerilla- 
style theater,” 
she said. “We 
are going 
to perform 
live pieces out in the lobby 
during intermissions in the 
performance that will try to be 
more interactive and attempt 
to break the proverbial fourth 
wall.”
For more information on the 
Renaissance Faire, visit http:// 
www.gvren.oig/.
I’he Greenshow will perform 
“Jack the Juggler” at 4:30 p.m. 
Thursday on the Performing 
Arts Center Lawn and Oct. 16 
and 17, with times and locations 
to be announced.
jbrunsting @ lanthorn rom
“It's a way for 
everyone to 
reconnect with 
classic things like 
literature that have 
been lost to time.”
ARI BIGHLEY
GVSU STUDENT 
PERFORMER
GVL / Eric Coulter
Shakespeare test: Renaissance performers prepare fa the Greenshow at Family Weekend "Jack the Juggler will debut Thursday
Courtesy Photo / Rachel Kauff
Art web: Rachel Kauff's "WebWeave" debuted last year. Her sequel piece will be on display in Padnos Gallery this week.
Student weaves web 
in Padnos Gallery
By Coty Levandoski
GVl. Staff Writer
‘WebWeave,” preceded this
! Today, most of the art 
the public encounters is on 
stage, in a concert hall or 
projected onto a screen.
Galleries and entire 
buildings with vast spaces 
occupied by art, in any and 
all of its assumable forms, 
<;an be found across the 
globe: inner p 
dity and out 
of’ state,
Grand Rapids 
4nd, believe 
it or not, right 
here at Grand 
Valley State 
University.
This week 
a piece titled 
‘f WebWeave 
H” by Rachel 
Kauff, a
Student at
GVSU, will be featured in 
the Padnos Gallery, in the 
Calder Art Center on the 
Allendale Campus. The 
gallery displays a variety 
6f student-produced pieces 
exhibited from week to 
week.
From an outsider’s 
perspective,“WebWeave II” 
i* a large web constructed in 
ao open room. It is a work 
of art readily available in 
nature, but the public oft 
forgets of the wonders 
forged in our neighborhoods 
by regular, everyday artists.
Kauff’s earlier work.
exhibit.
“‘WebWeave’ is a process 
that comes from a personal 
desire to impose a sense of 
order and control in a space, 
in my artistic practice 
and ultimately, the world 
around me,” Kauff said of 
her work. “The web itself 
is representative of a bevy 
of intangibles 
and objects 
encountered 
in everyday 
life.”
Works 
such as these 
are meant 
to invoke 
something in 
the admirer, 
whether it is 
pleasant or 
unpleasant 
is irrelevant 
and, in most 
cases, of no concern to the 
artists.
They simply want others 
to feel.
“Most of the objects or 
situations I set up for people 
are not about controversy 
or politics but rather about 
the experience of the piece 
or experience of it between 
people.”said Dulcee Boehm, 
Kauff’s collaborator on 
“WebWeave II” and also a 
student at GVSU.
Boehm mainly deals with 
the open space in itself, 
usually working at ground
level.
Kauff handles the actual 
weaving.
She uses waxed chord, 
explaining it incites friction 
and aids in maintaining 
tension in the web itself.
The weaving for the 
original “WebWeave" took 
her four to five hours.
“Weaving it is a very 
meditative thing,” Kauff 
said. “It is frustrating as 
well. Thread gets tangled 
often, and 1 must (stay) 
calm and focused,otherwise 
I lose desire to make it.”
Anna Campbell, director 
of the Padnos Gallery, said 
she believes students will 
be excited to see the work 
of their peers presented in a 
professional environment.
“’WebW'eave II,’ in 
particular, is designed to 
create an experience that 
will be unique from most 
other shows in that viewers 
will become enmeshed in a 
complex web structure that 
takes up the entire gallery,” 
Campbell said.
The exhibit is scheduled 
to run in the Calder Art 
Center’s Padnos Gallery 
until Friday.
“It seems as if there are 
lots of directions for this to 
go in the future.” Boehm 
said. “I’m interested to see 
which ones are taken.”
clevandoski@ lanthorn .com
“The web itself is 
representative of a 
bevy of intangibles 
and objects 
encountered in 
everyday life.”
RACHEL KAUFF
'WEB WEAVE II' ARTIST
Beyond Seidman House
Originally printed in Vol. 1 No. I of the Lanthorn on June 10, 1968
By Young and Wasserman
GVL Staff Writers
The expose of possible activities for 
the Casper Milktoast at Seidman House 
has been established. However, I may 
remind the gentle reader that there 
are many more “hot-spots on Grand 
Valley’s sprawling campus.” The reader 
will be delighted to know these activities 
are varied, therefore, the individual has 
choices as to what he may want to do on 
a given thrill-a-minute night at G.V.S.C. 
and environs.
“It is safe and designed that way on 
purpose.” Frank Zappa
Activity I - Apartment House and/or 
Party Hustling
Party hustling may have more fringe 
benefits than the meager; gratification at 
Seidman House. After all, there are more 
available facilities, such as alcohol, rest­
rooms, and bedrooms.
Phase I • “Boys and Girls Together”
The girls seem to enter the apartment 
all together. The boys are ready, waiting 
for the coming battle. Upon the arrival of 
the females, the males very respectfully 
sit together on one side of the room 
leaving the females to assert themselves 
and eye their pick of the male crop. For 
the sake of clarity, let us now zoom in on 
boy A and girl B.
Phase II - “Stomp All Night and Drink 
Your Fizz”
The boys has a weapon of immense 
value - - booze. He proceeds at once to 
offer his chosen mate for the night some 
form of alcohol the girl agrees to have a 
drink - - 0) because it is proper, 
ettiquette-wise. and (2) because she 
realizes that booze is the golden gateway 
to fun. Boy A and girl B are now sitting 
on the floor together talking about the 
same things one would talk about in 
Seidman House. However, the secret 
weapon, alcohol, is being employed to 
ensure greater success for both people. 
Music is being played - - usually the 
Doors, the Beatles, or the Cream - - safe
groups that shouldn’t alienate the 
members of the gathering.
Phase III - “Anything Goes”
I particularly like this phase - • it is 
total freedom. Once both the boy and 
girl are “crocked” enough to realize they 
love each other, they have a wealth of 
choices of activity. They can display their 
respective make-out abilities to the other 
members of the gathering. They could 
decide to get away from the crowd and 
go out to the boy’s car or the bedroom so 
that they may share a warm and lovely 
experience together. Maybe they could go 
for a drive into the woods, where it is 
peaceful, and talk together about 
important, serious things, like previous 
boyfriends and girlfriends.
I heartily entreat fun-seekers to join in 
on the doin’s at parties. You may fall in 
love. You may vomit your alcohol. It’s 
just good clean fun.
Activity II - Food Hustling 
As we move into the upstairs 
commons we embark on a new form of 
gratification - the Great Food Hustle. Due 
to the exigencies of an environment 
which declares eating illegal for anyone 
without a food card we encounter the 
daily battle for survival between the food 
hustler and his deadly nemisis the food 
narc.
Food hustlers consist of two different 
genera, the casual perveyor or amateur 
and his cousin the hard-core, or 
professional food-hustler. It is with this 
later breed we shall concern ourselves. 
The confirmed food hustler, unlike the 
casual perveyor, makes no pretention of 
trying to blend in with the card-carrying 
rabble. At the expense of being known to 
every food narc in the room he has 
accumulated a list of dealers who can be 
relied upon to supply him with his daily 
sustenance.
See more: Visit 
Lanthorn.com for an
extended version.
;
CD scavenger hunt canvases GV-
An artist who wishes 
to remain anonymous is 
scattering hundreds of 
albums on Grand Valley 
State University's Allendale 
Campus for students to pick 
up. Some 120 of them have 
already been hidden, and 
more are coming.
The album is called 
'Glove,'' and is on the 
Banana Records record label.
The artist asks students to 
give track numbers 1, 6, 8,
10 and 12 a chance — they 
are the favorites.
i
See Answers at Lanthorn.com
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CLASSIFIED RATES
OtADLIMESl^on friduy for Monday, Noon Wedresday for Thrsday
I mail your classifieds:
Announcements
Check out the $4.99 lunch spe 
Dials at Mr. Gyros in Standale 
Detween Wendy's and Block 
Duster. $0.99 hot dogs and 
£4.99 subs all day everyday.
Motman’s Farm Market: Provid- 
ng the freshest produce & fresh 
Dicked apples! GVSU students 
and staff show college ID anc 
receive 10% off any order of $£ 
ar more.
Stop by Brian’s Books and pick 
jp you FREE game day button, 
Get spotted at Saturday’s game 
wearing it and you could win 
$100 cash! _____________
Birthdays
What better way to show 
your friends you care about 
them on their birthday 
than wishing them a happy 
birthday through us? Let the 
Lanthorn know about your 
friends’ birthdays and we will 
advertise a message to make 
this birthday one they won’t 
forget! 331-2460.
Your
Ad
Here
ROBINSON
CONGRATULATIONS!
This was the energy reduction 
from last year in the month of 
September
1916 kwh
HOUSING
bedroom country home for 
rent 15 minutes from college 
Dampus. 5749 Leonard. 
457-9299 Call after 5pm.
Copper Beech
Townhomes.-.the most space 
for the best price! 1, 2. 3, or 4 
Dedroom units! Located in Al- 
endale on 48th Street. Call 
316-895-2900 or visit 
Dopprbeechtownhomes.com for 
more information
FOR SALE
Ethan Allen Home Entertain­
ment Center with 52” Big 
Screen Television. Purchase 
this 3-piece Entertainment Cen­
ter along with the TV for just 
$1,000. For more informatior 
Dontact Chris at rowellc@stu- 
dent.qvsu.edu.
Are you moving and find­
ing you have way more stuff 
than you know what to do 
with? Sell it! Call the Lan­
thorn to place a classified 
ad and make some money! 
616.331.2460
Employment
Ml Weather Seal is looking for 
part time direct marketing rep 
resentatives. Please email Kait 
in@awswest.com for more in 
formation.
Bartenders wanted. Up to 
$250/Day. No Experience nec- 
Bssary. Training provided. Age 
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520 
ext. 226.
FREQUENCY
2 Issues min.
3 4 Issues 
5+ Issues
COMMERCIAL
DEPTS/
NON PROFIT STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
*10.°° per week up to 25 words, 
fcach additional word 25C
IM.iiiD IMUrp Ijinftiorti
100 COMMONS
Allendale Campus
331 2460
'T*r z w*
Services
Anything Sews! & Bridal Serv 
ces: Consignment Dresses 
starting at just $25. For more in 
ormation visit www.any- 
hingsews.net or cal 
1616-892-7397 (SEWS).
In need of an attorney? Davie 
Knoester is an experienced at­
torney located just 3 miles from 
the Allendale campus. Cal 
516-895-7300 today.
Did you get an MIP, get caughl 
drinking and driving, or accusec 
Df possession? Smith Law Firm 
Dan help. Visit www.smithlaw- 
firm.net today or cal 
516-796-0072
Lake Michigan Credit Union: It’s 
all about the location. Location 
matters. We’re proud to have £ 
ATMs on campus, to make your 
ife a little easier.
Flu season is right around the 
corner! Get vaccinated al 
GVSU’s Campus Health Center 
No appointment
necessary-$25.00. Health Cen 
ter open M-F 9a-4:30p. After 
lours flu clinic Wed. Oct 7 
5:30-7:30p. 616-331-2435
Looking for health coverage? 
We have options for you! Cal 
Statewide Insurance Advisors al 
5161-891-1563 or visil 
www.statewidemedical.com 
Blue Cross Blue Shield Blue 
Dare Network of Michigan.
x See more: Visit r) Lanthorn.com
to submit 
classifieds online.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
ACROSS
1 Precious stones
5 Burn a bit
9 Roe source
13 Most eligible for 
the draft
14 Like a snowy 
landscape
15 “Royal” nuisance
16 Put in 
pigeonholes
17 Duncan__: cake
mix brand
18 Reformer for 
whom a Bible 
book is named
19 What little girls 
are made of, so 
it’s said
22 ‘That makes 
sense”
23 The Blue Jays, 
on scoreboards
24 Place for a 
napkin
27 Prof’s degree
28 Spat
31 C.S. Lewis’s The 
Chronicles of__”
33 Out of harm’s 
way
35 Border
38 Prior to, 
poetically
39 Courtroom figs.
40 Light lunch
45 “Queen of Soul” 
Franklin
46 Supermarket 
checkout unit
47 Rainbow shape
50 Hesitant sounds
51 Mexican Mrs.
53 “Beats me"
55 Pleasantly
concise
59 Fuzzy fruit
61 “Shucks!"
62 Castaway ’s spot
63 Post-workout woe
64 Spud
65 Use a swizzle 
stick
66 Modernists
67 Previously, 
old-style
68 Coop residents
DOWN
1 Grapevine news
2 Sufficient
1 2 3 n
13
16
19
22
27
331
35 36 37
40
45
50 ■
55 56 I
59 60
63
66 J
r 10 11 12
•
L_m 25 26
32
39
47 46 49
54
r165
168
By Billie Truitt
3 Combined two 
companies into 
one
4 Occupied, as a 
desk
5 Goatee’s location
6 __legs: rear
extremities
7 ’50s nuclear 
experiment
8 Answer
9 Designer’s detail, 
briefly
10 Coffee flavoring
11 What we breathe
12 Genetic initials
14 “Just suppose ...”
20 Beatles meter 
maid
21 Some savings 
plans, for short
25 “_That a
Shame”: Domino 
hit
26 Writing tablets
29 Supply meals for
30 Iran’s official 
language
32 Thoroughfare
33 Labor Day mo.
34 Tidy
35 Jacob’s twin
36 College housing
10/5/09
Saturday's Puzzle Solved
A R A B ffi K H M E R H p T A S
Y O U R E N O T s E R 1 0 U S
E U R O P E A N T H E A r E R
S E A W E E D S 1 G N A L S
N E L T 0 O L
C R 1 B D D E 1 M P
H A R E B R A 1 N E D 1 D E A
I T A L 1 A N D R E S S 1 N G
D O N T G E T T O O c L O S E
E N C E O N A T A D
0 R A 1 V A N
G E N E T 1 c D 0 1 D A R E
M R T A M B 0 Ul R 1 N E M A N
A I R P O R T s E c U R 1 T Y
T E A ASi 0 S s 1 * S E E A
(c)2009 Tribune Media Service*. Inc.
37 Phone caller’s 
“Bet you don’t 
recognize my 
voice!”
41 Facetious “Of 
course”
42 Tell a story
43 Mortgage bank, 
eg.
44 Andy's old radio 
partner
47 “__Fideles”:
Christmas carol
48 Land, as a fish
49 Supplies food for, 
as an affair
52 Engaged in battle
54 Start of a request 
to a genie
56 Goes in haste
57 FBI employees
58 Depilatory 
product
59 Wichita’s state: 
Abbr.
60 Hockey surface
99999992
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Award-winning poets captivate audience
By Haley Otman
GVL A&E Editor
l The room was full, the
lights were dim and the
poetry was penetrating.
J Award-winning poet Tony
JHoagland implored the lights
be turned down, saying, “1
•want them to be able to have •a vertical moment without 
Embarrassing themselves.”
! Patricia Smith also read 
selected works from her two 
books of poetry, after she 
proclaimed her nervousness 
and admitted she still was 
not sure what to read.
; “I just like for there to be 
fcome edginess” she said, 
iadding she refuses to plan 
out a schedule of poems
Courtesy Photo / Tony Hoagland 
Perform: Hoagland employs humor.
\ m*
before her readings.
Patricia Clark, Grand 
Valley State University 
professor of writing, 
welcomed the two poets 
and the large audience to the 
eighth annual Poetry Night, 
and gave dazzling reviews 
to the poets before they even 
began.
“(Smith) writes poems 
that take big risks,” Clark 
said. “Every poem of 
(Hoagland’s) needles into us 
by the end ... 
to singe us, to 
awaken us.”
Smith began 
the night by 
reading her 
poem "Building 
N i c o l e ’ s 
Momma,” from 
the persona 
of a teacher.
She reveled 
in students 
“waiting for 
new words to grow in my 
mouth” and in "the first time 
Nicole has admitted that her 
mother is gone.”
Smith’s voice rose and 
fell and was at turns soft and 
intense, cutting and childish, 
emotional and serious, and 
ecstatic and amused.
She performed in many 
characters, from people who 
said, “Saying your name 
colors my mouth,” to those 
who believe, “You gotta get 
the blues!” to those who 
are wondering, “In which 
direction do we pray?”
She read from “Blood 
Dazzler,” her book of 
poetry about Hurricane 
Katrina, which elicited many 
tear-stained faces in the 
audience.
She shared a sestina for 
Ethel Freeman, a real victim 
of the hurricane who died 
in the hot sun, waiting for 
a bus with her son Herbert. 
The bus finally came, and 
Herbert covered her body 
and departed. It was left
“(Smith) writes 
poems that 
take big risks. 
Every poem of 
(Hoagland's) 
needles into us..
PATRICIA CLARK
GVSU PROFESSOR
there for three days.
, Smith said she wanted to 
write a poem from Freeman’s 
perspective to give her a 
voice.
After she read about 
the “blood dazzler,” Smith 
received a standing ovation 
and then gave the stage to 
Hoagland, who she had never 
met before Poetry Night.
Clark warned the audience 
that while Hoagland read, 
they would be sure to feel 
“a moment 
that has a 
blistering 
scene of 
magic,” and 
theirapplause 
seemed to 
point to their 
agreement.
Hoagland 
first read 
about a 
beautiful 
newscaster 
and imagined what it 
would be like to enter her 
bedroom.
“She makes the failure 
of negotiation all right,” he 
said, to which the audience 
laughed. “We stand around 
her like wild beasts,disguised 
as children.”
Hoagland did not use as 
much acting nor as many 
different characters as Smith 
did, but instead relied on 
humorous quips along with 
common knowledge of 
current events.
He also admitted he has 
not quite mastered the act 
of complete confidence 
when performing, adding, “I 
prepare by being nervous.”
Though he may have been 
nervous, his performance 
drew much applause.
Hoagland’s poems include 
topics such as morals, sex, 
speech, politics and more.
“I like poems that are a 
good ride,” he said.
arts@ lant horn .com
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Closer look: Several works of GVSU assistant professor of art history Kirsten Strom hang In the Red Wall Gallery in 
Lake Ontario Hall The exhibit, "The Spaces in Between," features photos taken while Strom was in India in 2007.
Professor's photos unveil 
'in between' of India
Courtesy Photo / Patricia Smith 
Emotion: Smith read from her book. ®WEB EXCLUSIVE: Visit Lanthorn.com for photos from the Michigan Mud Conference exhibit
By Elijah Brumback
GVL Staff Writer
As the second-most 
populous country coupled with 
a bui^eoning young democracy, 
India is no longer the ancient 
world it once was. Technology 
and modem architecture have 
heaved forward in recent years, 
and it is all taking shape on top of 
one of oldest and most spiritual 
civilizations in the world.
“It has become a cliche 
to describe India as a land 
of contrasts, but it is true 
that when you are there, you 
are confronted by both the 
ancient and the modem nearly 
anywhere you go,” said Kirsten 
Strom, assistant professor of art 
history at Grand Valley State 
University.
Strom visited India in the 
summer of 2007. She joined 
Professor Yatin Bhagwat and 
a group of GVSU students in 
Pune, India, where Bhagwat 
taught a summer class on the 
business and culture of India. 
Strom’s main purpose while 
abroad was to research and 
document the major historical 
monuments in preparation for a 
class on Asian art she would be 
teaching.
“My own research in art
history has mainly been in 
modem Europe, especially 
surrealism, so taking on a clas§ 
in Asian art seemed like a good 
challenge,” Strom said.
While in India, Strom took 
roughly 900 photographs. They 
include the ancient Buddhist 
cave sites of Karla and Bhaja,the 
Hindu temples at Elephanta and 
Ellora, the paintings at Ajanta 
and the Mughal architecture of 
northern India, including the Taj 
Mahal.
Almost 500 of these photos 
are now a part of GVSU’s Glean 
database, and the “Spaces in 
Between” exhibit shows some 
of them.
“In the show there are 
photographs of everything from 
thousand-year-old temples to a 
dental mold randomly discarded 
on the street,” Strom said. “The 
exhibit broadens the context of 
the images that students see in 
class and in their textbooks.”
For example, Strom shows 
her classes the Taj Mahal during 
class time, but in the exhibit 
they can view the river behind 
the Taj Mahal and other parts of 
the experience not represented 
in the standard views.
She said though the photos 
can make no claims to represent 
the totality of India in all its
complexities, they can begin to 
allude to the context that situates 
these magnum opuses in a 
rich and diverse culture living 
alongside the traces of its own 
deep history.
“This kind of photography is 
always more interesting,” said 
GVSU student and amateur 
photographer Nick Armstrong. 
“It’s like getting to see the gritty 
and subversive bits of things we 
don’t normally get to see.”
Stom said she takes pictures 
of anything that interests her, 
either visually or conceptually.
Paris Tennenhouse, GVSU’s 
art gallery' exhibit designer, 
said because GVSU has such 
a strong study abroad program, 
the university is better served 
by highlighting these places 
through a faculty member’s 
work.
“(It) affords students an in- 
house perspective on a different 
culture, rather than the trappings 
of commercialized tourist 
brochures,” Tennehouse said.
The “Spaces in Between” 
exhibit will run in the Red Wall 
Gallery in Lake Ontario Hall 
until Oct. 31.
Strom will also give a talk on 
her exhibit at 5 p.m. Oct. 14.
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Western Michigan University is celebrating 100 years of 
education in Grand Rapids. Known today as The Graduate Center, 
with locations downtown and on the Beltline, WMU-Grand Rapids 
serves the professional and personal interests of individuals in 
the surrounding Grand Rapids community.
WMU-Grand Rapids offers graduate degree and certificate 
programs in the following fields:
• Alcohol and Drug Abuse
* Counseling
• Engineering Management
* Occupational Therapy 
» Social Work
Be a part of our next 100 years and join us 
this fall at a prospective student open house.
Wednesday, October 7 
4:30 to 7:00 p.m.
The Graduate Center-Downtown
• Business Administration
• Educational Leadership
• Holistic Health Care
• Practice of Teaching
• Teacher Certification /Oi
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duate Center-Oowntown: (616) 771 -4100 
t« Center-Beltline: (616) 771 -9470
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